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This report examines policy options to expand democratic employee ownership of businesses in Canada. Whether taking the form of worker cooperatives, employee ownership trusts, or employee stock ownership plans, employee-owned firms have enjoyed considerable successes in jurisdictions like Italy, Spain, the United States, France, and the United Kingdom. But they remain relatively rare in Canada, despite the fact that they tend to be at least as productive as conventional investor-owned firms and have significant benefits for workers, firms, and society.

Both workers and business owners express a strong interest in employee ownership in polls, and an incoming “silver tsunami” of retiring business owners in Canada means there is a major window of opportunity for converting businesses to employee ownership in the years ahead. Workers can and should have more ownership and control over the workplaces that govern their daily lives.

In this report, we elaborate the benefits of employee ownership found in decades of economic and social research, including reduced inequality, greater job security, higher pay, and more productive and resilient firms. We then lay out key features of what we call democratic employee ownership, including majority ownership of the firm and meaningful control rights for workers.

We also consider barriers that can hold back employee ownership, including challenges accessing capital, the need for clearer legal structures, and lack of a strong ecosystem of supporting institutions. This brings us to our central question: what would an ambitious policy agenda look like to break through those barriers and unleash the potential of democratic employee ownership?
We offer a menu of 15 public policy options (see *Summary of policy options* on page 19) to expand employee ownership, which could be adopted variously by federal, provincial, and municipal governments in Canada, including:

- Providing seed grants to regional democratic employee ownership centres and development agencies;
- Making permanent the new partial capital gains tax exemption for sales of existing firms to Employee Ownership Trusts and extending it to worker cooperatives;
- Setting a lower corporate income tax rate for democratic employee-owned firms;
- Ensuring democratic employee-owned firms are eligible for existing public investment funds and business supports;
- Creating a public investment bank with a democratic employee ownership lens; and
- Establishing an employee “right to own” the firms they work in under certain circumstances.

Most of these public policies have been employed in other jurisdictions with a significant employee ownership or worker cooperative sector, but nowhere have they all been brought together. By drawing lessons from successes (and shortcomings) in policy around the world, a concerted public policy effort in Canada could help catalyze a major expansion of democratic employee ownership.

A concerted public policy effort in Canada could help catalyze a major expansion of democratic employee ownership.
Canada is in an era of high inequality, stagnant productivity, and growing social and political polarization. With wealth and power increasingly concentrated among the rich and large corporations, people feel frustrated and alienated from political and economic institutions. In much of the Western world, confidence in politicians, political parties, and established institutions has declined over decades, and in Canada that is increasingly palpable in day-to-day politics.

As the country grapples with big social and economic challenges—cost of living, housing shortages, poverty, and the climate crisis, among others—it’s worth asking some basic questions about how our economy works and how it could work better. One of those questions relates to who owns and controls the institutions that govern people’s daily working lives: our workplaces.

We generally take for granted, at least in principle, that everyone has the right to a say—and certainly a vote—in what our governments do. But in the corporations and workplaces that rule many of our waking hours, which amount to what philosopher Elizabeth Anderson calls a form of “private government”, these minimal democratic rights are largely absent. And while workers create the value that becomes corporate profits, these profits largely flow to a highly concentrated set of owners. More worker ownership and control is one promising antidote to extreme inequality and increasingly concentrated and unaccountable economic institutions.

3 While our focus here is on employee ownership and control, there is a range of other complementary approaches to broadening and democratizing ownership, including consumer, producer, and multi-stakeholder cooperatives, as well as membership-based non-profits.
It’s not obvious why democracy should stop at the door of the workplace. Why should the institutions that govern our daily lives be beyond the control of the people who work in them? Why shouldn’t working people be the owners and beneficiaries of the fruits of their labour?

While to some ears the possibility of businesses owned and controlled by their workers may sound radical or far-fetched, economic research shows that employee-owned firms perform as well or better as conventional firms on measures like productivity. After all, for workers in employee-owned firms the business is truly their own, so a strong motivation to work productively is no surprise.

Surveys also suggest that to most people employee ownership sounds like common sense. In the US, almost three quarters of both Democrats and Republicans say they would prefer to work at an employee-owned firm. A Canadian survey found that business owners expressed support for policies that would facilitate selling their business to employees and many were considering this themselves. Another recent survey in 2019 found that 55% of Americans supported (and only 21% opposed) a proposed policy that would mandate the gradual transfer of half the equity in large corporations to their workers (again with support across party lines). In Canada, the federal government is taking an important step forward for employee ownership by tabling legislation that will create a new Employee Ownership Trust legal structure. This structure is a potentially powerful tool to enable the conversion of conventional investor-owned firms to employee-owned businesses without an out-of-pocket cost to workers, as we discuss below.

Employee-owned firms and worker cooperatives already exist in Canada, albeit in relatively small numbers (with the exception of Quebec, where the sector is more substantial). But in certain corners of the developed economies, employee ownership is downright common. This includes the Emilia-Romagna region of Italy, where cooperatives make up a third of GDP; Mondragon, a sprawling multinational worker cooperative based in Spain’s Basque country; and the burgeoning sector of Employee Ownership Trusts in the United Kingdom.

Decades of economic and social research suggest that employee-owned firms have significant benefits for workers, firms, and society more broadly, and where they do exist, they are equally or more productive than comparable conventional firms. Yet employee-owned firms remain rare in most jurisdictions and face a set of key barriers that have limited their use.

In the US, almost three quarters of both Democrats and Republicans say they would prefer to work at an employee-owned firm.

In this report, we ask: what would an ambitious public policy agenda look like to break through those barriers and unleash the potential of a democratic employee ownership sector in Canada?

With a major wave of succession decisions imminent among retiring business owners in Canada, the moment is ripe. Building on the first step of the Employee Ownership Trust legislation, a range of further policy action is needed by all levels of government.

In the sections that follow, we first elaborate the benefits of employee ownership, including reduced inequality, more job security, higher pay, and strong firm productivity and resilience. Second, we outline characteristics of what we call democratic employee ownership, which has three core features: employees own a majority of the firm’s shares, employee-owners have meaningful control rights over the firm, and shares are allocated in a broad-based and equitable manner.

Third, we overview some key barriers to the spread of democratic employee ownership that advocates and researchers have identified. These include difficulties accessing needed capital and financing, and the lack of an existing ecosystem of democratic employee-owned firms in places like Canada to showcase the model.

Finally, we outline a menu of public policy options that could be adopted variously by federal, provincial, and municipal governments to help overcome these barriers and, in so doing, advance the spread of democratic employee ownership across Canada.

In Canada, the federal government is taking an important step forward for employee ownership by tabling legislation that will create a new Employee Ownership Trust legal structure.

---

Democratic employee ownership has the potential to address some core dynamics in our highly unequal modern economy. Democratic employee-owned firms raise the possibility that working people could have much more ownership and control over their workplaces than they do today, while contributing to a more resilient economy that is better anchored in communities.

Over the decades, researchers have identified a wide range of benefits of different forms of employee ownership including reduced inequality, greater job security and satisfaction, higher compensation, and strong firm productivity and resilience. These benefits span multiple levels and often closely relate to each other. Here, we highlight some of the most important ones.

For employees, an oft-cited benefit of receiving an ownership stake in their firm is that it boosts their overall compensation and, in so doing, increases their wealth. 9 This offers many downstream benefits, including greater independence and financial health, which many racialized individuals traditionally lack. 10 Research also suggests that employee ownership is associated with employees’ commitment to and identification with their organizations and, in some cases, greater satisfaction with their jobs. 11 As discussed

9 Steven F. Freeman, “Effects of ESOP Adoption and Employee Ownership: Thirty Years of Research and Experience,” 2007.
below, workers in employee-owned firms are also less likely to be laid off or have their hours cut in an economic downturn. It’s perhaps not surprising that when workers have ownership and control over their workplaces, they are better paid, more committed, and enjoy greater job security.

For firms, research points to how employee ownership can drive greater firm productivity, at least in certain circumstances. For example, a recent study found that French worker cooperatives operating in knowledge-intensive industries were more productive than their conventionally owned peers were. Employee-owned firms are also likely to be more resilient, in both good and bad economic times. Taking the case of bad economic times, during the Covid-19 pandemic, a study comparing US-based firms that are majority-owned by an Employee Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP) with their conventional peers found that the former are more likely to retain their workers and maintain those workers’ salaries and hours. Furthermore, during both the 2001 and 2008 recessions, publicly traded firms that shared ownership with their employees were less likely to fail or be acquired, and provided their workers with more stable employment.

For society at large, employee ownership offers myriad benefits, four of which we highlight here. First, their greater resilience discussed above not only has benefits for firms and workers but also helps promote macro-economic stability during downturns.

Second, employee-owned firms can serve as powerful anchor organizations, helping ensure that jobs and capital remain in the communities in which they operate. This is all the more important given the so-called ‘silver tsunami.’ The Canadian Federation of Independent

---


Business recently found that more than three quarters of small business owners expect to transition out of their business, collectively representing over $2 trillion in assets. Selling these businesses to employees will help keep these assets and jobs in their communities.

Third, employee-owned firms can play an important role in tackling inequality in at least two ways: reducing discrepancies in wealth by shifting equity from investors to workers, and reducing discrepancies in wages among workers. The above-mentioned study capturing the productivity improvements experienced by French worker cooperatives also found that these organizations had lower disparities in workers’ pay. Many worker cooperatives choose to commit themselves to specific pay ratios between the highest and lowest paid workers like 3:1 that are significantly lower than those of their conventional peers.

Fourth, there is a small but growing body of research investigating how employee ownership can contribute to environmental sustainability outcomes by, for example, increasing firms’ investments in environmental protection efforts.

---


20 Malleson, After Occupy.

The democratic employee-owned firm

Given the myriad understandings of employee ownership and workplace democracy, it is important for us to clarify how we understand democratic employee-owned firms. In our view, these firms have distinct positions on three dimensions: majority ownership of the firm, meaningful control rights to shape firm decisions, and broad-based and equitable allocation of benefits.

The first dimension is the level of employees’ overall collective ownership stake. In practice, employees can own anywhere from a small percentage to all of a firm’s shares. Most proponents of employee ownership use the term to emphasize at least a “significant and meaningful stake.” Some take this to mean that employees own at least 25% of the company with no other party having a majority interest.

In our conception, we follow others who take democratic employee ownership to entail employees’ owning a majority of the firm’s shares — that is, more than 50% of the company’s shares. Since we are interested in

We follow others who take democratic employee ownership to entail employees’ owning a majority of the firm’s shares.

growing the democratic employee ownership sector for the long term, we also prefer models that make selling off the firm to investors difficult and unlikely, ensuring that this majority worker ownership is maintained. Since worker cooperatives and employee ownership trusts typically use forms of collective asset ownership, in contrast with ESOPs in the US, they are less likely to be sold to external investors.26

The second dimension is employees’ control rights. It is possible for employee-owners to shape their firm’s decisions in a range of ways.27 For example, they can take on representative roles and serve on the board of directors, as trustees, or as a member of strategic decision-making bodies. They can also shape directions more directly in their capacity as shareholders and through their day-to-day work. In some employee-owned firms, employee-owners have minimal control rights, to the point that some are almost indistinguishable from conventional firms in that regard.28

In our conception, employee owners ought to have a meaningful opportunity to influence firm decision-making. This could be done in several ways. One is to ensure that a significant percentage of board members or trustees are employees. Canada’s new legislation on employee ownership trusts requires that employees who are beneficiaries of the trust comprise at least a third of the trustees.29 Another is to grant employee-owners so-called pass-through rights on key firm decisions like sales or mergers, as in the case of some ESOPs in the US and in Canada’s new legislation.30 Worker cooperatives are generally the form of employee ownership that puts the most emphasis on democratic control, often with one-worker one-vote approaches to both making major decisions about the firm and electing board and senior management positions.31

The third and final dimension pertains to how shares are allocated among a firm’s employees. Some forms of employee ownership like stock options are only available to a subset of employees, like those in senior management roles. Others are broad-based, meaning that all

31 Mygind, “Three Models of Employee Ownership.”
employees, with some exceptions, are eligible to participate in the ownership of their firm's shares.\textsuperscript{32} Additionally, in some forms of ownership there are major discrepancies in the number of shares different employees hold (even if all or most employees hold some shares). In others, like ESOPs in the US and Canada’s new legislation, shareholdings are more equitable, with allocations based on characteristics like an employee’s tenure, hours worked, or their salary within some limits.\textsuperscript{33}

Our conception of democratic employee ownership is both broad-based and equitable. All permanent employees are eligible to benefit from ownership, and these benefits are distributed equitably based on employees’ tenure and hours worked rather than based on salaries which may be significantly more unequal. In cases when salaries are allowed to be used in the allocation formula for employee ownership, we are supportive of reasonable limits on the amount an employee’s salary is eligible for this purpose.

In sum, \textit{democratic employee-owned firms} are those in which employees own a majority of the firm’s shares, employee-owners have meaningful control rights, and ownership is allocated in a broad-based and equitable manner. This conception includes worker cooperatives, most UK employee ownership trusts (given that most of them have majority or complete employee ownership and employee representation among trustees),\textsuperscript{34} the subset of ESOPs in the US that own a majority of the company and grant employee-owners meaningful control rights,\textsuperscript{35} and the emerging European ESOP.\textsuperscript{36}

Our conception excludes some forms of employee ownership that do not provide a firm’s employees with significant control rights, like gainsharing plans, stock purchase plans, and many ESOPs in the US. While highly successful on their own terms, a limitation of ESOPs in the US from a democratic perspective is that many of them operate effectively as retirement or profit-sharing plans and may not incorporate any meaningful control rights for workers over the firm.\textsuperscript{37} Conversely, it also excludes co-determination systems that grant some measure of control rights — such as through elected works councils in the case of German co-determination — without significant ownership of the firm’s shares.\textsuperscript{38} However, we recognize the important benefits these alternatives offer.


\textsuperscript{33} National Center for Employee Ownership, “How an Employee Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP) Works.”

\textsuperscript{34} Pendleton, Robinson, and Nuttall, “Employee Ownership in the UK.”

\textsuperscript{35} Logue and Yates, “Worker Ownership American Style.”


\textsuperscript{37} Ellerman, Gonza, and Berkopec.

Given the benefits of democratic employee ownership, an obvious question arises: why does this type of firm remain rare in Canada and many other jurisdictions? By all indications, it’s not a question of basic economic viability. In fact, as we’ve seen, the evidence suggests that employee-owned firms have productivity and survival rates that are as good or better than conventional firms. Moreover, there are certain areas of the world with significant and thriving democratic employee ownership sectors such as Italy and Spain, including lasting and large-scale conglomerates like the Mondragon Cooperative Corporation.

But while employee-owned firms hold their own once they’re up and running, the creation of these firms lags far behind conventional firms in most places. In this section, we briefly outline several barriers to the creation of employee-owned firms. This sets the context for our subsequent discussion of public policy options that can help overcome barriers and grow the sector.

One important barrier to creating democratic employee-owned firms is a lack of clear legal structures to facilitate their creation.\(^\text{39}\) In economies dominated by conventional firms, entrepreneurs and business owners can easily draw from a variety of familiar, off-the-shelf legal forms. By contrast, when it comes to democratic employee-owned firms, the available options may be limited, less familiar, or ill-defined in law.

---

Notably, in places where employee ownership has flourished, it is generally underpinned by a variety of clearly defined legal structures that meet the diverse needs of workers hoping to start an employee-owned business and existing business owners wishing to sell their businesses to their employees. This is true of the laws structuring worker cooperatives in jurisdictions like Italy, France, and Quebec. It’s also true of the ESOP structure in the United States and the Employee Ownership Trust structure in the United Kingdom which has seen rapid uptake in recent years.\(^40\)

A second often-cited barrier to creating employee-owned firms is capital and financing constraints.\(^41\) While starting or buying a business requires capital, workers often lack significant capital resources to invest themselves (and may be wary of risking their modest savings once in place). In turn, banks and other lenders may be wary about providing financing to employee-owned firms when this business structure is unfamiliar. External equity investors may be less likely to put up capital for firms they don’t control (i.e., those controlled by their employees rather than by investors).\(^42\) Moreover, while conventional firms often receive subsidies and assistance from the government, employee-owned firms may be explicitly or implicitly excluded from such programs.\(^43\) For example, a recent legislative review by Buy Social Canada found that the Business Development Bank of Canada does little to provide patient capital to non-profit enterprises and cooperatives.\(^44\)

A third barrier relates to the collective action problems involved in starting a firm.\(^45\) Starting a business is challenging and normally requires significant legwork by a relatively small set of individuals at the outset. Employee-owned firms don’t offer a ready way to compensate for the start-up work and the risk inherent in it. Entrepreneurs, therefore, have an incentive to structure their new business as investor-owned,\(^46\) though, as mentioned above, many small and medium business owners do express an interest in selling their established businesses to their employees.


\(^41\) Mygind and Poulsen, “Employee Ownership — Pros and Cons — a Review.”


\(^46\) Dow, Governing the Firm.
A final barrier to democratic employee ownership is the lack of an ecosystem of existing employee-owned firms and supporting institutions capable of cultivating the sector’s growth and raising awareness of the model as a viable option for structuring businesses. Indeed, supporting institutions can help overcome the collective action problems discussed above.47 In jurisdictions where employee ownership is relatively common, there are generally supporting institutions like federations of cooperatives, which can help incubate new firms, facilitate conversions of conventional firms, and provide services and support to employee-owned businesses that reflect their particular needs.48 In jurisdictions where there are few employee-owned firms, these types of institutions are likely to be poorly resourced or nonexistent, and business services providers are unlikely to cater to the needs of employee-owned firms. Cultivating such institutions may be critical to developing and expanding a strong democratic employee ownership sector.49

---

47 Mygind and Poulsen, “Employee Ownership — Pros and Cons — a Review.”
49 Dow, Governing the Firm.
Policy options

Imagine that policymakers in Canada made it a goal to dramatically scale up the role of democratic employee ownership in our economy, as a step toward realizing the social and individual benefits outlined above. Building off the strong first step of creating a new federal Employee Ownership Trust structure, what further policy tools are available and needed to advance democratic employee ownership in this country? What would a robust public policy agenda look like?

In the following four sections, we lay out a menu of 15 policy options that could be taken up variously by the federal, provincial, and municipal governments (with the first two holding the most powerful levers).

These policy options are organized around four basic aims:

- Providing clear legislative structures for democratic employee-owned firms;
- Creating tax and other public policy incentives for the creation of these firms;
- Providing and facilitating access to capital for these firms; and
- Establishing institutions to help support, incubate, and raise awareness of these firms.

Our list of policies is by no means exhaustive, but rather it is a curated set of options we offer based on our analysis of a wide range of research and the experiences of jurisdictions that have seen significant successes in establishing, growing, and maintaining a strong role for employee ownership in their economies.

Most policies we discuss here have been used in practice in other jurisdictions. But there are few if any jurisdictions that have applied such a full spectrum of supporting policies together. Indeed, a comprehensive approach to expanding democratic employee ownership could ultimately help Canada progress toward a more resilient, productive, equitable, and democratic economic model.
Summary of policy options

1. **Clearer legislative frameworks for employee-owned firms**
   - Pass and regularly revisit federal legislation for Employee Ownership Trusts including governance rights (in Canada EOT legislation is currently under consideration in Parliament).
   - Define worker cooperatives with mandatory indivisible reserves in provincial cooperative legislation.
   - Establish an employee “right to own” the firms they work in under certain circumstances.

2. **Tax and public policy incentives**
   - Make permanent the new partial capital gains tax exemption for sales of existing firms to Employee Ownership Trusts and extend it to worker cooperatives.
   - Exempt contributions to worker cooperatives’ indivisible reserves from corporate taxes.
   - Adopt personal income tax deduction for capital invested in worker cooperatives.
   - Set a lower corporate income tax rate for democratic employee-owned firms.
   - Provide a limited tax break on dividend payouts or share allocations to workers in democratic employee-owned firms.

3. **Public capital and access to financing**
   - Ensure democratic employee-owned firms are eligible for existing public investment funds and business supports; consider adding conditions targeting them specifically.
   - Create a public investment bank with a democratic employee ownership lens.
   - Facilitate the creation of a capital development fund for democratic employee-owned firms by requiring sectoral contributions from profits.
   - Allow a tax deduction for financial institutions on a portion of interest income on loans to these firms.

4. **Supporting, incubating, and awareness-building institutions**
   - Create a ministry or high-level public agency with a mandate to expand democratic employee ownership, review existing policy, and launch an awareness campaign.
   - Provide seed grants to regional democratic employee ownership centres and development agencies.
   - Provide a framework for ongoing sectoral funding of supporting institutions including mandatory profit contributions (e.g., as a condition of tax exemptions provided).
POLICY OPTIONS 1

Clearer legislative frameworks for employee-owned firms

To have a strong employee ownership sector, it’s important to have a variety of clear, off-the-shelf legal structures available for those wishing to create democratic employee-owned firms based on their circumstances and priorities. For example, some business owners may prefer to sell their business to a structure like an Employee Ownership Trust rather than convert it into a worker co-operative as a way of reducing their personal risk when taking deferred payments for the sale. In turn, EOT structures are generally only used for the conversion of existing businesses, while worker cooperatives are used both to start up new businesses and convert existing ones. Conventional firms can take the availability of familiar business structures for granted, whereas those wanting to create a democratic employee-owned firm have to navigate less well-defined territory in Canada.

Thanks in part to the advocacy of the Canadian Employee Ownership Coalition, the Canadian government has taken a major step forward in this regard. In 2023 it introduced legislation defining Employee Ownership Trusts based in part on a highly successful model in the United Kingdom. EOTs are designed primarily to facilitate the sale of existing businesses to trusts run on behalf of their employees. Outgoing business owners agree to take deferred payments in the sale of the firm to the EOT, with the payments coming out of annual firm profits. This means employees take (indirect) ownership of the firm without paying anything out of pocket, which is a remarkable and attractive feature of the model.


Since the EOT structure was established in the UK in 2014, the conversion of conventional firms to employee ownership has taken off at a rapid rate with over 300 in the past year alone.\(^{52}\) A clear legal structure was paired with strong tax incentives for conversions.

One advance in the pending Canadian legislation (expected to pass in 2024),\(^{53}\) in our view, is that it includes a requirement for employee representation among the trustees of an EOT (at least one third must be current employees of the firm). Of course, one third representation among trustees does not equate to control over the trust, so this is a more limited form of employee control than a worker cooperative provides, for example. On the other hand, from the perspective of the seller, some limits on employee control in the early years after a sale may be seen as a feature to ensure they receive their deferred payments from the sale. Whether the control rights for employees in the Canadian legislation are sufficient is something that should be assessed as Employee Ownership Trusts begin to emerge in Canada.

Employee representation among the trustees of an EOT is also the norm in the UK but not a requirement, though instituting a requirement is favoured by many advocates.\(^{54}\) The Canadian legislation also allows additional flexibility to disburse benefits to workers in the form of either income (e.g., dividend payouts) or capital shares redeemable at retirement or exit from the firm (thereby combining two options available in the UK EOT and US ESOP models, respectively).

This legislation should not only be passed but should also be regularly revisited to ensure it is meeting its objectives. If, for example, uptake is lower than expected in certain sectors, owners are finding the legislation challenging to navigate, or the level of employees’ voice is too limited, adaptations may be necessary. As an example, the UK recently held a consultation focused on ensuring that their tax measures are being used to further their intended policy objectives.\(^{55}\) To facilitate this review, it is crucial for the federal government to collect robust data like the composition of trustees, the financial and non-financial performance of companies that are owned by EOTs, the percentage of companies that are owned by EOTs, and employees’ compensation.

Worker cooperatives are the traditional form of employee ownership in Canada and may also benefit from more robust legislative frameworks. One key legislative feature common in jurisdictions with strong worker cooperative sectors is that each worker cooperative must


contribute a portion of their profits to “indivisible reserves.” These are capital reserves that can be used by the cooperative internally for purposes such as investment and expansion, but can’t be distributed as payouts to members on an individual basis. This can help ensure that worker co-ops are not undercapitalized by encouraging the internal accumulation of capital. Moreover, if a worker cooperative dissolves, “the reserve will go to a co-op development fund or another co-operative organization, and not be available to the members as it is indivisible.”

Furthermore, in some provinces, worker cooperatives are established under legislation covering cooperative enterprises in general, but there is not a dedicated model for worker cooperatives. For example, a recent BC government consultation received the feedback from stakeholders that the legislation could be improved by “providing clearer distinctions between consumer, producer, worker or multi-stakeholder cooperatives.” A Saskatchewan study also identified a need to develop model legislation to better enable worker cooperatives in the province.

Successful jurisdictions like Italy and France and the Mondragon cooperatives in Spain have mandatory indivisible reserves of this kind. Jurisdictions with smaller and less well-developed worker co-op sectors typically lack this legislative structure, including Canada (outside of Quebec, PEI, and Newfoundland).

Beyond the structure of employee-owned businesses, other legislative frameworks can help facilitate their creation. For example, the Marcora Law in Italy establishes a right of first refusal for employees to buy struggling businesses if closure of the firm is imminent, along with financial and other assistance to facilitate the sale and conversion to employee ownership.

---


59 Hazel Corcoran and David Wilson, “The Worker Co-Operative Movements in Italy, Mondragon and France: Context, Success Factors and Lessons” (Canadian Worker Cooperative Federation, 2010).

60 Murray Fulton and Jean-Pierre Girard, “Demutualization of Cooperatives and Mutuals” (Co-operatives and Mutuals Canada, 2015).

This employee "right to own" could be extended to include a right of first refusal on any sale. In the case of large corporations, economist Gregory Dow has proposed the possibility of a right for employees to trigger a vote on whether to bring the corporation under employee ownership.

Policy options 1: Legislative frameworks policy options, in brief

- Pass and regularly revisit federal legislation for Employee Ownership Trusts including governance rights (in Canada EOT legislation is currently under consideration in Parliament).
- Define worker cooperatives with mandatory indivisible reserves in provincial cooperative legislation.
- Establish an employee “right to own” the firms they work in under certain circumstances.

63 Dow, Governing the Firm.
One highly successful policy intervention for expanding employee ownership in recent years is the UK’s capital gains tax exemption on the sale of conventional firms to Employee Ownership Trusts. This exemption is available if the trust is taking on majority ownership of the firm.

The tax exemption has succeeded in encouraging owners who are selling their business to seriously consider selling to an EOT. The tax break compensates sellers for the gradual payout from this type of sale, which entails more risk, and a potentially lower sale price. It also compels financial advisors to make this option known to clients who are selling, increasing awareness of EOTs.

Canadian employee ownership advocates have been calling for such a tax break.64 In its 2023 Fall Economic Statement, the Canadian government announced a promising plan in this vein.65 Under this plan, from 2024 to 2026, when a business is sold to an EOT, the first $10 million of realized capital gains would be exempt from being taxed. In our view, such a tax incentive should be equally extended to worker cooperatives.66

---


66 Canadian Worker Co-operative Federation, “Written Submission for the Pre-Budget Consultations in Advance of the 2024 Federal Budget.”
In jurisdictions with successful employee ownership sectors, a range of other corporate and personal income tax incentives have been used. For example, in the United States firm profits that are put toward paying off an ESOP’s purchase of a firm’s shares on behalf of its employees are deducted from corporate income tax. The US also offers a capital gains tax deferral option for firm owners selling shares to an ESOP under certain circumstances.

Other tax incentives for employee-owned firms are aimed at addressing their capitalization challenges. For example, in Italy profits put toward a worker cooperative’s indivisible reserves have been either exempt or partially exempt from corporate income tax. The Canadian Worker Cooperative Federation advocates for a similar policy here, noting that “this reserve is [not] for private benefit but for collective benefit.” Quebec comes at the capital challenge from another angle, providing a personal income tax deduction of 125% on capital invested by members into their own worker cooperatives (another Canada-wide policy recommendation of the federation).

Other tax policies provide broader incentives to the creation of employee-owned firms. In the UK, dividend payouts to employees of an EOT are tax free up to £3600 per year. In a US ESOP, contributions to employee accounts are non-taxable for both the firm and the employee (though in this case the employee shares are part of a retirement plan, not immediately accessible).

In Spain, cooperatives pay a lower corporate tax rate on profits than conventional firms (and not just on the portion of profits contributed to indivisible reserves). These tax benefits come with requirements under Spanish law, however, including that cooperatives contribute at least 20% of their profits to their indivisible reserves. In a similar vein, Italian cooperatives are required to contribute 3% of their surplus (tax exempt) to a cooperative development fund managed by that country’s federation of cooperatives, which finances the creation and expansion of cooperatives.

In our view, tax benefits of these kinds should indeed come with concomitant requirements and standards to ensure they are not solely to the benefit of an individual firm but contributing to a broader social purpose. One possibility in structuring such incentives would be to organize
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them in tiers so that some are available to all forms of democratic employee ownership, as we’ve defined it, while others are specific to certain types. For example, firms that incorporate more and deeper democratic participation for the workers in governance and operations (especially but not exclusively worker cooperatives) might warrant stronger policy incentives. Indeed, research identifies a genuine participatory organizational culture as a factor important to realizing the benefits of democratic employee ownership.73

As with any public policy, the social benefits of the tax breaks should also be weighed against their potential use toward funding other public policy goals. But the case for tax breaks to democratic employee-owned firms is indeed strong and underpinned by a wide range of social and economic benefits identified in the research literature and discussed earlier. The fiscal costs of promoting democratic employee ownership can also be offset more directly by higher taxes on the wealthy, which has its own inequality-reducing benefits.74 Ultimately, if the democratic employee ownership sector becomes large and well-established, it may also be able to grow on its own momentum with fewer tax breaks.

**Policy options 2: Tax and public policy incentives, in brief**

- Make permanent the new partial capital gains tax exemption for sales of existing firms to Employee Ownership Trusts and extend it to worker cooperatives.

- Exempt contributions to worker cooperatives’ indivisible reserves from corporate taxes.

- Adopt personal income tax deduction for capital invested in worker cooperatives.

- Set a lower corporate income tax rate for democratic employee-owned firms.

- Provide a limited tax break on dividend payouts or share allocations to workers in democratic employee-owned firms.

---


To facilitate access to capital for democratic employee ownership, one immediate step that governments could take is to add an employee ownership lens to existing public investment funds for business. One example of such a fund is InBC, which is a Crown Corporation in British Columbia. Indeed, as Canadian researchers have pointed out, the present structure of this and other government supports to business may implicitly or explicitly exclude employee-owned firms (and other forms of community ownership). The authors note that “government-backed funds for SMEs such as Business Development Canada, InBC, and Community Futures were designed to support traditional for-profit and investor-ownership of enterprises.” In some cases, they find that some programs have criteria “excluding enterprises on the basis of revenue size or other characteristics that inadvertently prevent community-based enterprises from accessing supports.”

The playing field should at least be levelled with a review to ensure the inclusion of democratic employee-owned firms in existing government business subsidies and supports. Moreover, there is a case for putting more conditions on such business subsidies, targeting them specifically to democratic employee-owned firms. Government procurement policies could also give preference to democratic employee-owned firms (in cases of comparable bids) to help improve their cash flow, as is practice in the Basque region of Spain.
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Another powerful measure that governments could undertake is to provide it themselves through the creation of a new public investment bank. The purpose of such a public investment bank would be to “supply patient risk capital” to the sector.81 In the UK context, reports from the New Economics Foundation and the Institute for Public Policy Research have called for the creation of public investment banks as a broader economic development strategy, making the case for these to include divisions dedicated specifically to servicing cooperatives.82

Specialist public investment banks, with expertise in the particularities of democratic employee ownership, could help provide financing for scaling up existing firms, new start-ups, and for the buyout and conversion of conventional firms to democratic employee ownership. As the Institute for Public Policy Research report notes, this approach would be in line with “the successful banking institutions focused on the mutual and co-operative sector in Europe” including a well-developed network in Italy.83 It would also dovetail with the Scottish National Investment Bank, which has a broader focus.

Public policy could also help create an additional source of finance for democratic employee ownership by enabling the creation of a dedicated capital development fund. The same report from the Institute for Public Policy Research calls for the creation of a cooperative capital development fund to help expand the sector and “allow companies to access long-term finance without having to issue external equity.”84 They note this approach is found “in countries with the strongest co-operative economies, including France, Italy and Spain.” In the Italian case, this is funded by requiring cooperatives to contribute 3% of their annual profits (offset by a corporate tax exemption, as mentioned in the previous section). This approach — requiring sector-wide contributions to a pooled development fund for start-up, conversion and expansion loans — is sometimes referred to as “sectoral financing.”85

In a homegrown example of sectoral financing, Co-operatives and Mutuals Canada recently created the Canadian Cooperative Investment Fund to support cooperative expansions and conversions through targeted debt and equity investments.86 The fund currently receives
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funding from allied organizations like credit unions and cooperative associations.  

Public policy efforts could be directed at supporting and building off this pioneering effort by, for example, requiring or incentivizing sectoral contributions or providing a public funding infusion to expand the fund.

Another option is to offer a tax deduction to financial institutions on interest income from loans they make to democratic employee-owned firms. This could facilitate access to capital from lenders who may be unfamiliar with these types of firms and reluctant to start lending to them. Once lenders become more comfortable with lending to EOTs and worker cooperatives, the tax benefit could be phased out (as in the case of a tax benefit that was initially offered to those lending to US ESOPs). A variant on this approach would be to target the tax deduction to the credit union sector specifically, building on and helping to deepen the existing relationship between these financial institutions and other cooperatives including those that are worker-owned.

**Policy options 3: Capital and financing options, in brief**

- Ensure democratic employee-owned firms are eligible for existing public investment funds and business supports; consider adding conditions targeting them specifically.

- Create a public investment bank with a democratic employee ownership lens.

- Facilitate the creation of a capital development fund for democratic employee owned-firms by requiring sectoral contributions from profits.

- Allow a tax deduction for financial institutions on a portion of interest income on loans to these firms.

---
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POLICY OPTIONS 4

Supporting, incubating, and awareness-building institutions

In jurisdictions where worker cooperatives have been most successful and common (e.g., Italy, Spain, France, Quebec), there is a strong ecosystem of supporting institutions that help promote and raise awareness of the sector, provide specialized advice and business services, and incubate new firms.90 A key challenge to expanding democratic employee ownership is establishing such an ecosystem in contexts where the sector is currently small or nonexistent.

One obvious step a government could take to meet this challenge is to create a dedicated ministry or government office with a mandate to promote and expand democratic employee ownership. The US has seen expert-led calls for “Establishing an office in the highest levels of national government to support employee ownership”, including encouraging best practices, reviewing existing public policies through an employee ownership lens, and publicizing the sector.91 This has been echoed by other ESOP advocacy groups in the country.92 In Scotland, the government took a leadership role by setting a goal of establishing 500 employee-owned businesses by 2030 and aiming to “make Scotland the best country in the world for employee-owned businesses.”93

In Canada, some researchers and advocates have called for a broader Ministry for Community Wealth Building, including dedicating senior civil service staff to advancing its goals. A promising example of the work these entities could undertake is ensuring that professionals who provide counsel and technical advice on entrepreneurship and business conversions are adept at discussing democratic employee ownership as an option to their clients.

Leadership of this kind from government could help spearhead the introduction of many of the other policies discussed above, including reviewing and removing roadblocks to employee ownership in existing legislative frameworks and giving a mandate to economic development agencies and business support programs to ensure they are aligned with the expansion of democratic employee ownership. In areas like post-secondary education, high-level government leadership could also help ensure there is funding and encouragement to business schools and other relevant faculties to provide training and specialization in the area of democratic employee ownership. Indeed, analysts have identified lack of business school training in this area as a challenge. Governments could help fund efforts aimed at mainstreaming democratic employee ownership education across Canada that dovetail with or are modeled on successes like the Curriculum Library on Employee Ownership based out of the Rutgers School of Management and Labor Relations. Government leadership could also include a public campaign to raise awareness among workers and business owners about democratic employee ownership, serving as a catalyst and a spark to the sector.

Public policy can also play a role in helping to establish supporting institutions in civil society at arm’s length from the government. For example, the US recently passed legislation that provides $50 million in federal seed grants to regional employee ownership centres around the country, modeled on successful centres in states like Vermont and Ohio. In advocating this approach and the provision of government seed grants, a researcher notes that these types of employee ownership centres can help “assist local businesses with transitions to employee ownership and provide ongoing technical assistance, support, and networking.” Other analysts in this area have similarly called for public support to regional non-profit centres of this kind.

Regional supporting institutions are found across the various jurisdictions with significant cooperative and employee ownership sectors. For example, the Regional Development Cooperatives in Quebec “have a mandate to support co-operative development, strengthen

---
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existing co-operatives, and organise a co-operative network in Quebec’s seventeen administrative regions. In Italy, regional economic development agencies provide a range of services and support to cooperatives and small businesses alike. In the United Kingdom, regional development agencies include Co-operative Development Scotland (a public agency) and the Wales Co-operatives Centre (an independent cooperative with public funding).

Regional efforts of this kind are also growing in Canada outside of Quebec and could be bolstered with greater public policy support. For example, in British Columbia, the BC Cooperative Association, Vancity Credit Union and other partners recently launched the BC Alliance for Co-operative Development “to establish a more systematic and policy-led… co-op development ecosystem.” In partnership with the labour movement, these organizations also helped found the Union Cooperative Initiative, which seeks to support “the development, incubation, and operation of unionized cooperatives.” The Saskatchewan Co-operative Association leads Camp Kindling to educate and inspire youth about cooperatives, and Co-operatives First provides a vast array of educational and business development support through the Co-op Creator platform it manages.

As discussed above, in Italy cooperatives are mandated to contribute a small portion of their profits (3%) to cooperative development funds under the auspices of national and regional cooperative federations. The combination of public seed grants and sectoral financing of this kind could be a powerful funding model for these types of supporting and incubating institutions.

**Policy options 4: Supporting, incubating, and awareness-building institutions, in brief**

- Create a ministry or high-level public agency with a mandate to expand democratic employee ownership, review existing policy, and launch an awareness campaign.

- Provide seed grants to regional democratic employee ownership centres and development agencies.

- Provide a framework for ongoing sectoral funding of supporting institutions including mandatory profit contributions (e.g., as a condition of tax exemptions provided).
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Conclusion

In an era of sky-high inequality, corporate concentration, deteriorating social cohesion, and reduced trust in our institutions, there is a growing need to not only better address the interests of working people, but also to increase people’s control over their economic lives. Developing a vibrant democratic employee ownership sector can contribute to addressing these challenges and help surface crucial questions about who owns and controls our workplaces.

With a wave of business succession decisions coming among Canadian business owners in the years ahead, this is a particularly opportune moment to expand democratic employee ownership in this country. Through thoughtful, targeted public policy interventions, governments across Canada can help overcome the barriers that have, to date, made it difficult to create new democratic employee-owned firms from scratch or convert existing businesses to employee ownership.

The promise of democratic employee ownership is significant, crossing left-right divides and garnering a range of impressive benefits: higher pay and more empowerment for workers, greater firm productivity and resilience, businesses that are anchored in community, and reduced economic inequality. At its most basic, democratic employee ownership can help put working people back in the economic driver’s seat at a time when they have increasingly been left behind.

With a wave of business succession decisions coming among Canadian business owners in the years ahead, this is a particularly opportune moment to expand democratic employee ownership in this country.